Onchocerciasis and trachoma may become historical diseases within our lifetime

In this issue of the Br J Ophthalmol (p 796), Egbert et al utilised a case-control design to demonstrate that onchocerciasis and glaucoma are associated in an area of Ghana. Perhaps this is not surprising, as onchocerciasis is known to cause anterior segment inflammation and peripheral anterior synechiae, which can in turn lead to increased intraocular pressure. However, this association had never really been proved in the past, in part because reliable glaucoma data in the developing world have been difficult to come by. Interestingly, as glaucoma has become more recognised, onchocerciasis has become less so—glaucoma has moved up to number two in the WHO’s latest rankings, while onchocerciasis may have made the list for the last time at number 8 (table 1). This may be the ideal time to make such an association between these two diseases when awareness of both diseases is relatively high—it would have been difficult in the past or the future.

Many factors go into the disease rankings. To some extent, they reflect the efficacy of treatment. Programmes have had remarkable success with those diseases amenable to mass drug distributions (neonatal ophthalmia, xerophthalmia, onchocerciasis, and trachoma). In fact, onchocerciasis and trachoma may become historical diseases within our lifetime. As developing countries become wealthier with improved diet and longer life expectancies, we expect worldwide rankings to reflect diseases now found often in the developed countries. Worldwide, diabetes is increasing at an alarming rate, and diabetic retinopathy is now fifth on the list. Older populations are more susceptible to age related macular degeneration (AMD), now third. Both diabetic retinopathy and AMD had not even appeared on previous rankings. This echoes what has been previously been noted with mortality statistics, where projected worldwide rankings are similar to current rankings in developed countries. Difficulties in the diagnosis of disease also come into play. Some diseases are easily found on the external examination (trachoma), or at least with an undilated examination (mature cataract). Others, such as glaucoma, require equipment and dilated examination—the harder people look, the more glaucoma they find. Glaucoma moved up to third in the 1990s and to second in the most recent survey, in part the result of better diagnosis. There are also fluctuations in the awareness and politics of disease. More than one country has been reluctant to attribute blindness to trachoma, since it had been declared eliminated in the past. To some extent, the changes in rankings reflect secular, socioeconomic trends. Trachoma is disappearing in much of the world, even in the absence of programmes specifically targeting the disease. This may be the result of better hygiene, fewer flies, and perhaps even widespread use of antibiotics for other purposes that incidentally cover chlamydia. The rankings also reflect the vagaries of estimation. In the past decade trachoma has gone from second to seventh in the rankings, in part because of mass treatment programmes, the presence of a secular trend, and the realisation that previous estimates of the burden of trachomatous blindness were just too high.

Associations between diseases and rankings of their importance worldwide are not just curiosities. They can be of great practical importance. Programmes targeting onchocerciasis, trachoma, lymphatic filariasis, and schistosomiasis all distribute antimicrobials to large segments of the population. Groups are beginning to study how the geographical distributions of these infections overlap. Immunisation campaigns have already demonstrated that mass administrations can be used for the delivery of other preventive health services such as vitamin A distribution. Synergy in surgical programmes may exist as well; for example, trachoma programmes often pick up more mature cataracts than trichiasis. As programmes expand, it will be important to integrate, so as not to overburden public health programmes with limited resources. Just as important is not to overburden rural, subsistence farmers with requests to attend separate onchocerciasis days, trachoma days, polio days, etc. The rankings of the major causes of blindness not only appeal to our love of lists, but also help to set priorities and demonstrate our long term successes and failures. The recent rankings may serve to alert the international community that not enough is being done for management of some diseases. Diabetes and AMD researchers can be forgiven if they tout the newly recognised importance of their diseases in papers and grant applications. Likewise onchocerciasis and trachoma programmes can be forgiven if they take some of the credit for the decline of their diseases, and now brag that they are number 8.
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Table 1 Global blindness rankings for 1994 and 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>1994 %</th>
<th>2002 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Cataract</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glaucoma</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vitamin A deficiency</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Onchocerciasis</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leprosy</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Cataract</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glaucoma</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age related macular degeneration</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corneal opacities</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diabetic retinopathy</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Childhood blindness</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trachoma</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Onchocerciasis</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adapted from references 1 and 2.
Indocyanine green

Let green lead not astray
J Sebag

Trepidations of ICG use in macular hole surgery

At the close of the 20th century the medical world was witness to a most remarkable advance when therapy was developed for a previously incurable disease. Macular hole surgery is one of the great success stories in ophthalmology, if not modern medicine. Predicated upon an increased awareness of the role of vitreous in the pathogenesis of retinal disorders, this achievement results from the work of pioneering surgeons who had the ingenuity and courage to devise and attempt a new surgical approach that now restores vision to many grateful patients. However, recent modifications of the surgical technique may jeopardise visual outcomes and “lead us astray” from early successes.

Vitreous is an extended extracellular matrix, whose molecular composition and supramolecular organisation result in a clear gel that firmly adheres to the retina in youth.1–3 Ageing induces liquefaction and vitreoretinal dehiscence, which occur concurrently in the overwhelming majority of individuals, resulting in innocuous posterior vitreous detachment (PVD).4 Anomalous PVD results from vitreous liquefaction without sufficient vitreoretinal dehiscence. This may preclude the posterior vitreous cortex from separating cleanly from the internal limiting lamina (ILL) of the retina. The untoward consequences of anomalous PVD vary depending upon where in the vitreous body the gel is most liquefied and where on the retina there is greatest vitreous adherence.5 Anomalous PVD in the periphery, for example, results in retinal tears. Along blood vessels, liquefaction without vitreoretinal dehiscence induces vitreous haemorrhage. Another important effect of anomalous PVD is vitreoschisis, a split in the posterior vitreous cortex that has been identified with biomicroscopy,6 ultrasonography,7 and optical coherence tomography.8 Vitreoschisis has been confirmed by histopathological studies9 and has also been documented during surgery by intravitreal triamcinolone injection.10 Anomalous PVD is hypothesised to have a role in the pathogenesis of macular holes via vitreoschisis.5,11–12 Studies have identified premacular membranes by histopathology in 73% of cases (n = 22)13 and by stereoscopic fundus photography in 65% of eyes (n = 224).14 The origin of this membrane is postulated to be the outer wall of a vitreoschisis cavity in the posterior vitreous cortex, since this tissue has been identified as prefoveal vitreous by histopathology.13 In a recent clinical study15 of 69 cases of macular hole, optical coherence tomography detected a prefoveal membrane that could be an advanced form of the outer wall of a posterior vitreoschisis cavity. Migration of cells from the retina, such as fibrous astrocytes and Mueller cells, and recruitment of cells from the circulatory system by hyalocytes result in some degree of cellularity. New collagen (type I) synthesis further alters the appearance of this tissue that, when it began as the outer wall of a vitreoschisis cavity, was thin, composed primarily of type II collagen, and only contained hyalocytes. Centrifugal (outward from the fovea) traction forces are induced by the detached vitreous body, which is still attached to the peripheral circumference of the vitreoschisis cavity, where the inner and outer walls fuse into an intact posterior vitreous cortex. The extent of this anomalous PVD from the fovea has been shown to correlate with the stage of macular hole—that is, stage 2 holes have a less extensive PVD than stage 4 holes.17 Traction by this tissue is augmented by various contractile cells, especially myofibroblasts,18 resulting in a dehiscence of the central macula.1 The importance of the posterior aspect of the posterior vitreous cortex in the pathogenesis of macular holes is underscored by the salubrious outcome when this tissue is successfully removed in its entirety.

And missing thee, I walk unseen
On the dry smooth-shaven green...
Like one that had been led astray
Through the heav’n’s wide pathless way...
John Milton, *Il Penseroso* [1631]

Although previously praised in print,19 the seminal contributions of Kelly and Wendell20 to the treatment of macular holes cannot be overemphasised, as their pioneering work paved the way for the relatively high success rate experienced by many patients. The outer wall of the vitreoschisis cavity is usually “unseen” in their procedure until it is elevated off the retinal surface. While vitreous invisibility1 is critical to its physiological function,1–3 this poses challenges for clinical imaging.20 Echography and optical coherence tomography often fail to identify the outer layer of a vitreoschisis cavity because it is usually thinner than the level of resolution of these techniques. In an attempt to assure that the “unseen” pathogenic tissues are removed and thereby increase the rate of hole closure, surgeons began to dissect farther posteriorly and tried to remove what was thought to represent the ILL. The results from one large retrospective study,21 comparing no ILL peel in 417 cases with ILL peeling in 175 cases found that ILL peeling increased the initial closure rate from 81% to 92% and decreased the reopening rate from 7% to 0.6%. However, there did not appear to be any difference in visual outcomes when the hole was closed by either technique. Complete ILL removal would damage Mueller cells and negatively impact upon retinal neurophysiology and vision. Thus, it is highly unlikely that the entire ILL is removed in patients who experience improved vision. Rather, the deeper dissection undertaken during attempted ILL removal most probably creates a surgical plane between the three laminae of the
ILL, leaving the innermost layer, the lamina rara externa, intact and the underlying neural retina undamaged. In surgery, however, it is often difficult to accurately assess whether the ILL is being removed in part, in total, or at all. Intraoperative efforts to enhance the visualisation of pathogenic tissues in macular holes led to the use of indocyanine green (ICG) dye to stain the tissue. Unfortunately, this was undertaken without any preclinical studies to determine safety and efficacy. Thus, while it represented a "smooth-shaven green" approach, the ILM peeling approach did increase the rate of hole closure, it was associated with untoward effects on postoperative visual acuity.

That ICG was the cause of poor visual acuity in spite of hole closure was, to a degree, substantiated in a subsequent study where one of these same surgeons found that a short exposure to a lower degree of ICG was associated with rupture of the rabbit vitreous. While this "smooth-shaven green" approach did rate the ILM, it was surprising to find RPE and outer retinal abnormalities. Since these findings were focal in distribution, the abnormalities may have resulted from mechanical trauma (retinal elevation off the RPE) during the experimental surgery. It is well known that the rabbit vitreous is very firmly adherent to the retina. Subsequent studies must rule out any mechanical effects that might have been induced during dissection of the posterior vitreous cortex off this very adherent interface. One possible solution would be to undertake pharmacological vitreolysis with agents intended to lyse the vitreoretinal interface, making dissection of the posterior vitreous cortex easier with less traction upon the retina. However, as these enzymes might introduce other effects, perhaps even artefacts, it would be simpler to employ a species with less adhesion at the vitreoretinal interface, such as the mini-pig, whose vitreoretinal interface more closely resembles that of humans.

The authors are to be thanked for contributing to our understanding of the effects of ICG upon retinal physiology and structure. As their studies were conducted in the absence of a retinal hole, the findings may also help interpret the observations of ICG toxicity in surgery for macular pucker and diabetic macular oedema.
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Vision restoration therapy: confounded by eye movements

J C Horton

Treatment claims not supported by data

Recently Sabel, Kenkel, and Kasten co-authored a report showing that vision restoration therapy does not improve field defects in patients with cortical lesions. This finding was a disappointment because it dashed hopes that vision restoration therapy might benefit patients who suffer visual field loss from stroke, tumor, or trauma involving the occipital lobe. In a new twist, Sabel and colleagues have now written an editorial stating that “we have no objections to the data as presented” (an unusual remark from the co-authors of a study), followed by the next line: “but we have a long argument repudiating the main thrust of their report.” If readers are confused, they are not to blame.

Vision restoration therapy was described previously in a series of papers by Sabel and colleagues. In brief, it attempts to restore visual field defects by having patients practise perimetry at home using a software package loaded onto their personal computers. The idea is that repeated visual stimulation, especially just inside a scotoma boundary, can salvage neu-rons in damaged cortex at the fringe of a lesion. Sabel’s previous studies suffered from a major flaw: eye movements were not recorded or controlled. Patients with lesions in damaged cortex at the fringe of a lesion. Sabel has reported previously that Sabel has placed himself in the position of refuting his own work. High resolution perimetry refers to the technique used by Sabel to measure the visual fields before and after vision restoration therapy.

In his editorial, Sabel reproduces a figure from his upcoming paper, comparing the fields before and after vision restoration therapy in a patient with a hemianopia. Before treatment, the scanning laser opthalmoscope shows a field cut that deviates only about half a degree from the vertical meridian. This reflects the excellent control of eye movements afforded by that technique. The fields plotted by Tübingen automated perimetry and high resolution perimetry deviate by 1°–5° from the vertical meridian, yet they are measuring the same field defect defined by scanning laser opthalmoscope, the gold standard. Immediately, this discrepancy should raise a warning flag. How can one define an improvement equal to only 2.5°–3.5° degrees azimuth, when one’s baseline measurement of the field defect is inaccurate by this amount? Sabel’s data will remain uninterpretable until he adopts a technique that eliminates the artefact created by small saccades.

In his editorial, Sabel reproduces a figure from his upcoming paper, comparing the fields before and after vision restoration therapy in a patient with a hemianopia. Before treatment, the scanning laser opthalmoscope shows a field cut that deviates only about half a degree from the vertical meridian. This reflects the excellent control of eye movements afforded by that technique. The fields plotted by Tübingen automated perimetry and high resolution perimetry deviate by 1°–5° from the vertical meridian, yet they are measuring the same field defect defined by scanning laser opthalmoscope, the gold standard. Immediately, this discrepancy should raise a warning flag. How can one define an improvement equal to only 2.5°–3.5° degrees azimuth, when one’s baseline measurement of the field defect is inaccurate by this amount? Sabel’s data will remain uninterpretable until he adopts a technique that eliminates the artefact created by small saccades. Parenthetically, it should be pointed out that the figure shows an unexplained discrepancy between Tübingen automated perimetry and high resolution perimetry in the elevation of the field defect before treatment.

After vision restoration therapy, Sabel shows a thin slice of residual field loss that hugs the horizontal meridian, extending no further from the vertical meridian than it did before treatment. He asserts that such a change following treatment could not be produced by...
undetected horizontal saccades. In this single anecdotal case he is correct, but why rely on such an indirect, inferential approach to deal with the problem of fixation control? And in this particular case, why did the field cut improve dramatically in elevation but not azimuth? Anyone familiar with the visual field map in striate cortex will be puzzled by the pattern of field improvement attributed to vision restoration therapy in this case.

Sabel asserts that field testing using the scanning laser ophthalmoscope was difficult for patients, preventing vision restoration therapy from showing any benefit. It is true that patients had to report verbally their perception of three vertically aligned targets, rather than simply push a buzzer. However, there is no evidence that this requirement made their task more difficult or that it led to selective inaccuracy in the post-treatment assessment of their visual fields. It is also true that the scanning laser ophthalmoscope targets were dark against a bright background, to avoid light scatter. Sabel states that “Simultaneous stimulus discrimination and detection of negative stimuli on a bright background are probably tasks beyond the abilities of a damaged visual system.” In fact, cells in the visual cortex respond overall equally well to stimuli that are dark, rather than light, compared to background. The retina contains approximately equal numbers of on-centre and off-centre cells, and it is no harder for a subject to detect a dark spot than a light spot, provided the contrast is high.

The stimuli used with the scanning laser ophthalmoscope were large (0.33˚) and high contrast, chosen deliberately to detect absolute scotomas (much like the V4e stimulus of the Goldmann perimeter). Sabel states that “The SLO method appears to be insensitive to relative defects describing areas with residual function as being absolutely blind.” In fact, the opposite is true. A technique that measures only absolute defects will characterise relative defects as normal. Sabel argues that the scanning laser ophthalmoscope missed regions of relative field depression that might have improved from vision restoration therapy. He forgets that with a cortical lesion, the first indication of recovery is provided by shrinkage of the absolute portion of the scotoma, even while the relative portion persists. To draw again an analogy with Goldmann perimeter, the V4e isoptre will sometimes expand in a recovering field defect, whereas the I2e isoptre will continue to show a defect. Thus, a technique that defines the patient’s absolute scotoma is the most sensitive to any potential improvement.

Sabel et al write that “Horton is concerned that vision restoration therapy improvements may simply be a result of placebo effect.” That is not quite an accurate paraphrase of my position. In my editorial, I noted that patients had the subjective impression that they had benefited from visual restoration therapy, despite lack of improvement in their fields. I attributed this discrepancy between negative field results and positive patient perception to a placebo effect. I expressed concern about the way patient satisfaction was used as an outcome criterion, because patients will clamour for a treatment they believe works, even if it’s humbug.

Although neuroplasticity is active in many regions of the brain, this fact does not mean that vision restoration therapy can promote visual field recovery following lesions of the striate cortex. Sabel notes that “normal adult subjects are capable of perceptual learning, and there is an entire body of evidence on activity dependent use and neuroplasticity, such as studies on adult receptive field expansions following retinal or brain lesions.” These statements are true, yet when examined closely they are irrelevant to Sabel’s position.

Perceptual learning refers to the improvement in psychophysical performance that comes with practice. For example, anyone who takes a computerised visual field test a few times will show a slight improvement in retinal sensitivity. This phenomenon is well known, and must be taken into account when assessing the response to any proposed therapy, such as pressure lowering medications in glaucoma. For vision restoration therapy, perceptual learning is a confounding factor that must be controlled for by incorporating a placebo arm into studies. All subjects show a slight degree of improvement with practice, whether they have had vision restoration therapy or not.

Several investigators have reported that after retinal lesions (Sabel mistakenly refers to retinal or brain lesions), cells in the visual cortex become responsive to stimulation just outside the zone of retinal damage. The visual field does not improve, nor does the brain suffer a direct lesion. Individual cortical cells undergo expansion of their receptive fields, without any special therapy, simply because they have lost their normal input. Sabel advocates vision restoration therapy for an utterly different scenario: the restoration of lost visual field after a lesion that has injured the brain.

Sabel reminds us that the visual system is not purely sensory, because “it utilises many cognitive mechanisms as seen, for example, in the phenomenon of physiological blindspot “filling in.” It is unclear how the ability of the visual system to fill in blind areas is relevant here. Such areas remain blind, and subjects cannot detect visual stimulation. The fill-in phenomenon has nothing to do with the concept behind vision restoration therapy, and makes it no more plausible.

Sabel states that “the Food and Drug Administration has cleared vision restoration therapy to be offered in the United States and has done so in recognition of the results from the Tübingen-Magdeburg trial.” It is true that the FDA granted a 510 (k) clearance to NovaVision’s vision restoration therapy on 22 April 2003, in response to an application filed on 25 October 2002. A 510 (k) clearance is required before marketing certain types of new medical devices in the United States. The applicant must demonstrate that the device is “substantially equivalent” to a legally marketed device introduced previously. In this case, the predicate device was DynaVision 2000, a similar program for treating amblyopia. A 510 (k) clearance is not based on recognition of the results of a clinical trial, and Sabel’s application to the FDA did not rely on the Tübingen-Magdeburg trial. (Readers can judge the veracity of Sabel’s statement by inspecting his application at www.fda.gov/cdrh/pdf2/k023623.pdf)

Sabel asserts that “several clinical centres throughout the United States are now beginning to observe similar improvements with their first patients.” The NovaVision website features anecdotal case vignettes of patients who experienced huge recovery from scotomas, hardly representative of the mean patient. Moreover, Sabel’s financial stake is undisguised in all his publications.

The saga of Sabel’s visual restoration therapy provides a cautionary tale. An investigator proposes a new therapy for a condition that has no treatment. He adduces supporting evidence by carrying out a number of trials, but fails to control properly for a source of artefact. Meanwhile, he launches a commercial venture, based on his own research, and becomes financially involved. When his data are challenged, he agrees to an independent test of his therapy in collaboration with a third party. When the results prove him wrong, he rejects them. Meanwhile, trusting patients continue to sign up for the treatment programme, motivated by hope and the knowledge that nothing else is available.
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